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PERRIN & ROWE

LANGBOURN

Over forty years ago in East London,
friends Bob Perrin and Greg Rowe
began an extraordinary partnership.

A place where old and new collide.

Working together, they combined a talent for
design with a delight in solving engineering
problems. They made their name, and
international reputation, by producing the
world’s first tap that dispensed hot, cold
and filtered water – using their own Triflow
technology. Their ethos of British design,
engineering and craftsmanship is enshrined
in the Perrin & Rowe brand.

An ancient ward in the City of London,
Langbourn is a melting pot of architectural
styles where churches designed by
Sir Christopher Wren are flanked by
the city’s most distinctive skyscrapers.
Introducing the Langbourn collection,
a modern range of brassware with clear
roots in tradition.

M E T R O P O L I TA N S T Y L E T O
E L E VAT E A N Y B AT H R O O M S P A C E

Available in a full spectrum of finishes:
Polished Chrome, Polished Nickel, Pewter,
English Bronze, Gold, Polished Brass, Satin Brass.

THE DESIGN
Taking a clean, tubular form, the Langbourn range
references classic brassware styling in its shapes and
proportions. In highly-polished Chrome, Langbourn
complements chic and contemporary spaces,
whereas a Polished Brass finish naturally suits
a more traditional design.

3870 – Single Lever Basin Mixer

3871 – Tall Single Lever Basin Mixer

LANGBOURN COLLECTION

BASIN MIXERS
Langbourn offers a comprehensive range of basin mixers
for any bathroom style. Each expresses the design language
of the collection in different forms, from the elegance of
the Tall Basin Mixer to the modernism of the Wall-Mounted
model. Every one handcrafted to meet the highest
quality standards.

3955 – Deck Mounted Basin Mixer

3334 – Three Hole Wall Mounted Basin Mixer

View the full Langbourn collection:
perrinandrowe.co.uk

Exposed Shower Set

3975 – Deck Mounted Bath Set with Pencil Handshower

LANGBOURN COLLECTION

SHOWERS &
B AT H M I X E R S
Deck, wall mounted or freestanding, Langbourn showers
and bath mixers are designed to enhance the bathing
experience. Choose between a minimalist concealed
Shower Mixer or a classic exposed thermostatic shower,
and select a shower head that best complements your space.

3331 – Three Hole Wall Mounted Bath Filler

View the full Langbourn collection:
perrinandrowe.co.uk

3990 – Freestanding Bath Shower Mixer

5921 – Thermostatic Shower Mixer with Diverter

6461 – Single Towel Rail

LANGBOURN COLLECTION

ACCESSORIES
The essential finishing touches to any bathroom.
Available in all seven Perrin & Rowe finishes to
perfectly match your brassware choice.

T H E STO RY
CRAFT TELLS
Perrin & Rowe is a member of the House of Rohl, a collection
of artisan brands recognised for their artistry and heritage.
The Rohl family have spent a lifetime seeking stories
of dedication, passion and craft. They have brought
together diverse brands, exceptional in their category,
that complement each other. Independent spirits, but
shared values. A belief that quality starts with the material,
design is in the detail and craftsmanship is paramount.

6447 – Toilet Paper Holder

6434 – Towel Ring

6416 – Corner Basket

Distinctive stories are what makes life exceptional.
At the House of Rohl, we discover time-honoured craft,
revealing stories unlike any other. Stories of place
and provenance. Stories of ingenuity and invention.
Stories of a relentless pursuit of perfection.
Welcome to the House of Rohl®

6421 – Single Robe Hook

6422 – Double Robe Hook

View the full Langbourn collection:
perrinandrowe.co.uk

Discover more at houseofrohl.uk

VIEW THE FULL LANGBOURN COLLECTION
PERRINANDROWE.CO.UK

